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M.Weisskopf will present results at the special AAS/HEAD meeting 
in Chicago on June 29 – July 1.
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X-ray Surveyor capabilities: Sensitivity & field of view
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X-ray Surveyor,
W-S design,
flat focal surface

• ×50 more effective area than Chandra (due to mirror & QE improvements) 


• Neither background nor confusion-limited for PSF better than ~1″ HPD, so sensitivity is 
proportional to area. 4 Msec Chandra Deep Field done in 80 ksec.  4 Msec detection limit 
is ~ 1×10–19 erg/s/cm2 (0.5–2 keV band)


• ×10 larger solid angle for sub-arcsec imaging with shorter mirrors and Wolter-
Schwarzschild optical scheme


• ×500 higher survey speed
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X-ray Surveyor Capabilities:  
Spatially resolved spectroscopy

Chandra image of M87: jet from the 
central  supermassive black hole 
interacts with intracluster medium.  
1 pixel = 1″ = 90pc

X-ray Surveyor will add 3rd dimension to the data (chemistry, kinematics)
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X-ray Surveyor Capabilities:  
High-resolution spectroscopy

CAT grating bars

<111> planes

Level 2 support

• Recent technological advances improve grating efficiency to ~ 0.5 in the soft 
X-ray band


• X-ray Surveyor can accommodate insertable gratings with R=5000 and 
effective area ~ 4,000 cm2


• This is a factor of ~ 250 improvement in throughput and 5–10 in resolving 
power over the current state-of-the-art

Off-plane reflection gratings concept 
Credit: R. McEntaffer

Critical-angle transmission gratings concept 
Credit: R. Heilmann
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• X-ray Surveyor will detect first accretion light in the Universe: unobscured hard X-rays, 
E > 2 keV in rest frame,  from hot accretion disk coronae (~10% of Lbol) at z=10 from 
Eddington-accreting black holes with MBH ~ 10,000 MSun

• Age of the Universe at z=6 is barely enough for 
quasars with MBH > 109

  MSun to grow via 
accretion. Likely, quick violent formation of 
massive seeds, followed by fast accretion.


• Lower-mass black holes, MBH<106 MSun, are best 
observed in X-rays:

Eddington

Growth at 60%

rate

X-ray Surveyor
sensitivity limits

Growth history of z = 6, M=109
 MSun black hole

G
row

th at
Eddington rate

- Spectral peak (λmax ~ MBH1/4) shifts towards X-
ray band, reducing optical/UV output.


- Dust obscuration impacts optical/UV. Common 
IR signatures of obscured AGNs are redshifted 
out of JWST band at z=10.


- For small seeds, Lopt,AGN<Lgal


- X-ray emission is direct probe of accretion, the 
primary black hole growth channel

First generations of supermassive black holes
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Angular resolution requirements 
 for detecting first accretion light

4 Msec, X-ray Surveyor 4 Msec, 5″ resolutionDeep JWST field

• JWST will detect ~2×106 gal/deg2 at its sensitivity limit (Windhorst et al.).  This corresponds to 
0.03 galaxies per 0.5″ X-ray Surveyor beam (not confused), and 3 galaxies per ATHENA 5″ beam 
(confused).


• X-ray confusion limit for ATHENA is 2.5×10–17 erg/s/cm2 (5× worse than the current depth of 
Chandra Deep Field). This corresponds to MBH ~ 3×106 MSun at z=10 — above seed mass range. 
Confusion in OIR id’s further increases the limit (MBH~107 MSun at z=8 is quoted by ATHENA team).


•  X-ray Surveyor will reach 1×10–19 erg/s/cm2. This corresponds to MBH ~ 10,000 MSun at z=10 — 
well within the plausible seed mass range. Each X-ray Surveyor source will be associated with a 
unique JWST-detected galaxy.

Simulated 2x2 arcmin deep fields observed with JWST, X-ray Surveyor, and ATHENA
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150 kpc150 kpc 150 kpc

~ 40% of baryons are converted to stars

~ 30% are observable in UV absorption

~ 30% are heated to X-ray temperatures — unique signature of energy feedback

Simulated 500 kpc light years region around Milky Way type galaxy in different wavebands.

T<10,000 K : Optical & IR light + radio T~100,000 K : OVI absorption in UVT>1,000,000 K : X-rays

Galaxy formation: solving the 
nature of feedback problem

Goals: detect and characterize hot halos around Milky Way-size galaxies to z~1, hot gas in 
group-sized objects at z=6, including those around SDSS quasars; map in detail galaxy winds at 
z~0.01.  

Required capability: sensitivity & ability to separate diffuse emission from central sources 8



Structure of the Cosmic Web

• Diffuse ionized intergalactic gas contains most of baryons in the local Universe.

• A large fraction of these baryons is heated to X-ray temperatures, T >106.

• Current absorption line observations in UV (OVI) and X-rays (OVII) only probe a small fraction of 

volume and phase space.

• For full understanding of the intergalactic gas, need ability to map Hydrogen + Helium.

Regions with ρ/ρmean above ~30 and T>1.5×106 K (containing ~50% of hot diffuse baryons by mass) 
will be observable with X-ray Surveyor in emission. 
Required capability: resolve and remove cosmic X-ray background sources.

Simulated X-ray surface brightness (0.5–2 keV) in a 
25 Mpc box around a massive (~1015MSun) galaxy 
cluster  (Rasia, Dolag et al.)
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Zones accessible to X-ray Surveyor 
observations in emission 
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Plasma Physics in astronomical objects

Sound waves in viscous plasma (Fabian et al. 2003),

or turbulence in a stratified atmosphere (Zhuravleva, 
…, Fabian, … et al. 2015)?

Unsharp mask image. 
Ripple interfaces are < 1arcsec wide.

Credit: J. Sanders

Chandra image of Perseus cluster: energy output from 
supermassive black hole balances radiative cooling.
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Plasma Physics in astronomical objects

Credit: J. Sanders

Required capability: spatially resolved spectroscopy on dissipation scales (close to ~1″ 
based on Chandra images)

Sound waves: 
in-plane motions

Turbulence: line 
of sight motions

Chandra image of Perseus cluster: energy output from 
supermassive black hole balances radiative cooling.

Bulk motions with v=30km/s and 
100 km/s Doppler line widths can 
be measured with microcalorimeter 
(compare with cs~1000 km/s). 
X-ray Surveyor: detailed 3D 
tomography. 
ATHENA: overall Doppler line 
widths.
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Plasma physics, gas dynamics, relativistic flows 
in astronomical objects

Spatially resolved spectroscopy also critical for:


• Detailed structure of supernova remnants


• Particle acceleration in pulsar wind nebulae


• Jet-IGM interactions


• Studies of plasma flows in the Solar system, stellar 
winds & ISM via charge exchange emission
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High throughput, high resolution spectroscopy

4.3 Galaxy and star formation. 4 SMART-X SCIENCE
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NGC 1961, XMIS, 300 ksec

NGC 1961, Chandra

T = 0.7 keV
v = �400 km/s

T = 0.5 keV
v = +400 km/s

50 kpc

Fig. 9— Simulated 300 ksec SMART-X/XMIS observation of the hot
gaseous corona around NGC1961 [28]. �e best-�t Chandramodel was
separated into two components with slightly di�erent temperatures and
bulk velocities expected in massive halos [29]. Temperatures, ionization
states, and chemical abundances of di�erent elements are easily derived
from such spectra, and relative velocities can be measured to ±30 km s−1 .

to z = 6. Springel et al. [21] argue that the MBH ∼ 109 M⊙
Sloan quasars must be located in the biggest galaxies and
hence in the biggest dark matter halos existing at that
epoch. �ese host halos resemble the cores of today’s
galaxy clusters both in their X-ray properties and dark
matter density,Mtot = (2− 6)× 1012 h−1 M⊙, rvir ≈ 50 kpc,
T = 1.5 − 3keV and LX = (2 − 9) × 1043 erg s−1. Al-
though the halo X-ray emission is only a small fraction of
the quasar’s �ux, and normally is undetectable, SMART-X,
can easily separate the quasar and the halo spatially (1′′ =
5.5kpc at z = 6), and in a 300 ksec APSI observation the
halo’s gas temperature will be measured (Fig. 8).

�rough detailed SMART-X spectroscopy of quasars at
z ≤ 6, we can detect powerful SMBH-driven winds [30],
use Fe line to detect the presence of multiple SMBHs [31],
and in some cases observe strong gravity e�ects (Fig. 7).
Fast-forwarding to z = 0, the SMBHs of the �rst

quasars should lie at the centers of rich galaxy clusters [21],
and many have switched to “radio-mode” (e.g., [32]). A
moderately-deep XMIS observation (300 ksec) of a low-z
cluster will provide an amazingly detailed picture of the
“nursing home of the �rst quasar”; enough photons for de-
tailed spectroscopy will be collected in individual 1′′ × 1′′
pixels (Fig. 8, right). Even at z = 0.5, SMART-X will be
able to observe interactions of AGNs with the cluster gas
with a remarkable level of detail (Fig. 1).

4.3 Galaxy and star formation. Galaxy formation is also
highlighted in the Astro2010 report. Evolution of star for-
mation in objects of di�erent mass is now tracked to z � 1
in surveys such as COSMOS [33]. �e results are puzzling
in that > 70% of baryons in galaxy-sized halos are missing
(e.g, [34]). Almost certainly, these baryons are expelled
from the galaxy halos. Possible ejection mechanisms are
energy feedback from the SMBH growth [35]; galactic
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Fig. 10— Le�: Chandra 60 ksec observation [38] of the Trumpler 14 com-
plex in the Carina Complex (5′×5′ region) contains ∼ 1000 stars down to
log Lx � 29.8 erg s−1 . A similar single observation with SMART-X/XMIS
will result in detection of ∼ 10,000 stars and provide high-resolution spec-
tra of a dozen OB stars and hundreds of �aring/active T Tauri stars. X-ray
spectroscopy is a key diagnostics of the physics of coronae of active stars
(right, from [39]).

winds driven by stellar feedback [36]; or self shock-heating
of the infalling gas inside the halos withMtot > 3×1011 M⊙
[29]. Regardless of the exact mechanism, for the gas to
leave a halo, a signi�cant fraction of it must be heated to ∼
the halo virial temperature, T � 0.3 keV for large galaxies,
making it observable only in the X-rays.
Stellar material in the galaxies is observed in the opti-

cal near-IR; molecular gas and dust deep inside the star-
forming regionswill be detected byALMAandEVLA; cold
hydrogen in the 100-kpc galaxy halos at high redshi�s is
observed in Ly-α [37]. �e picture is incomplete without
observations of the hot gas phase expected to contribute∼ �⁄� of the total baryonic mass. �us X-ray data are essen-
tial to complete the observational picture of galaxy assem-
bly. As we discuss below, the hot gas should be detectable
with SMART-X around massive star-forming galaxies in a
wide range of redshi�s reaching to z = 2.5.

To estimate the detectability of hot gas halos at high
redshi�s with SMART-X, we consider kinematic studies of
Ly-α selected galaxies at z ≈ 2.5 [42]. �ese are active, star-
forming galaxies (SFR ≈ 30M⊙ yr−1 [43]), whose halos
(Mtot ∼ 9 × 1011 M⊙) contain on average 7 × 1010 M⊙ of
cold gas with bulk velocities 500−800km s−1. Collisions of
individual gas clouds at such velocities should heat a frac-
tion of the halo baryons to T ∼ 1keV. Assuming that the
mass of hot and cold gas phases within the halo is similar
(as in NGC1961, see below), one expects X-ray luminosi-
ties of 3×1042 erg s−1 in a di�use component extending to∼ 80kpc = 10′′. A 300 ksec observation of such an object
with SMART-X/APSI will yield 500 photons, enough to
measure the temperature, density, and overall morphology
of the gas halo. �e halo will be easily separated spatially
from the X-ray �ux of discrete sources within a compact
star-forming region of the galaxy.
Less speculative are the prospects for detailed observa-

tions of circumgalactic gas around low-z spirals because
several detections have already been made with Chandra.
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Brickhouse et al. 2010

X-ray Surveyor will improve resolving power by 
×5-10, and throughput for grating spectroscopy 
by >2 orders of magnitude. Expect revolution in 
studies of


• Coronal activity in young stars


• Star-planet interactions (e.g. close-in Hot 
Jupiter systems)


• Gas flows in the vicinity of the AGN central 
engine


• X-ray absorption line detections (Cosmic Web, 
galactic halos)
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The Hot and Energetic Universe 

Page 7 

Beyond the core region, the energetic impact of radio jets and their role in building up entropy in group and cluster gas 
is poorly understood.  The energy input from strong shocks expected to occur in typical environments is not taken into 
account in the scaling relations between radio luminosity and jet power (e.g. Bîrzan et al. 2008), and cannot be reliably 
determined from radio data. Athena+ will enable the dynamics and source age and thus jet power to be assessed 
robustly via direct bulk velocity measurements of expanding hot gas shells around radio lobes extending up to Mpc 
scales. At higher redshifts, the identification of characteristic features associated with strong shocks in high-resolution 
WFI temperature maps will measure age, power and energetic impact for large representative samples. 

2.1.4. The missing baryons and the Warm-Hot Intergalactic Medium 

The intergalactic medium contains 90% of the baryons at the current epoch, and is the visible tracer of the large scale 
dark matter structure of the local Universe. Theory predicts that the state of most of these baryons evolves from low 

temperatures, as manifested in the Lyα 
forest at z>2, to a warm-hot phase 
(105-107 K) at later times shaped by 
the fi lamentary structure of dark 
matter  (Cen & Ostriker 2006). Most 
of the metals are predicted to reside in 
the warm-hot phase already at z~4. 
Thermal continuum emission from 
this gas is extremely hard to detect. 
The only characteristic radiation from 
this medium will be in the discrete 
transitions of highly ionized metals. 
Evidence for the warm tail of the 
WHIM, where 10-15% of the missing 
baryons reside, has been obtained via 
UV-absorption line studies with FUSE 
and HST-COS (Shull et al 2012). 
However, around 50% of the baryons 
at redshift z<2 and 90% of the metals 
at redshifts z<3, locked in the hot 
phase, remain unobserved. In order to 
reveal the underlying mechanisms 
driving the distribution of this gas on 
various scales, as well as different metal 
circulation and feedback processes the 
chemical and physical states of about a 
hundred fi laments must be 
characterized. This can only be done in 

X-rays. Present facilities can marginally detect a few filaments (Nicastro et al 2013), but not characterize their physical 
properties.  Athena+ will probe these baryons in three dimensions, through a combination of absorption and emission 
studies using the X-IFU. Deep observations of bright AGN combined with Gamma-Ray Burst (GRB) afterglows 
caught with a 2-4 hour reaction time will be used as backlights for absorption studies through the warm and hot gas. 
Lines from the high ionization states of O, Ne, Si and Fe, seen simultaneously, enable unique identification of the 
filamentary structures of the cosmic web (Figure 5), with the detection and characterization of about hundred 
filaments. At the same time the emission from these structures is mapped by X-ray lines. Combining the two 
measurements allows the projected size of the structures to be derived while the shapes of the lines and their position 
reveal the kinematics of the baryons, which, together with the clustering information from the emission lines, 
pinpoints their origin for the first time. 

In Table 1, we summarize the key issues addressed in this section. 

  

 
Figure 5: Simulated emission and absorption line spectra captured in a 
single Athena+ observation for two filaments at different redshifts. 
Lower panel: absorption spectrum from a sight line where two different 
filamentary systems are illuminated by a bright background source. Upper 
Panel: corresponding emission from a 2’x2’ region from the same 
filaments for a 1 Ms exposure time.  The high spectral resolution allows us 
to distinguish both components. Athena+ will be able to study ~100 of 
these sight lines in detail. 
 

Athena X-ray Surveyor

Chandra

Goals:


• 50× sensitivity


• R≈1000 spectroscopy on 
1″ scales adds 3rd 
dimension to the data


• R≈5000 spectroscopy for 
point sources


✓ Area is built up while 
preserving Chandra 
angular resolution (0.5″)


✓ 10× field of view with fine 
imaging
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Goals:


• Microcalorimeter spectroscopy 
(R≈1000) 


• Wide, medium-sensitivity surveys 

Area is built up at the expense of 
coarser angular resolution (10×) & 
sensitivity (5×)



✓ Technology 
incorporates Chandra 
heritage and IXO 
development 

✓ Most spacecraft 
requirements similar 
to those achieved for 
Chandra, with some 
required extensions 
(power, data rate) 
being straightforward 

✓ Chandra-like cost

Next-generation science instruments, e.g.: 

- 5′×5′ microcalorimeter with 1″ pixels and high 
spectral resolution,  0.2–10 keV

- 22′×22′ CMOS imager with 0.33″ pixels,  0.2–8 keV

- insertable gratings, R = 5000,  0.2–1.2 keV

Next-generation 
mirrors. Lower mass, same 

angular resolution, same focal length 
as Chandra’s.  A factor of 30 (50 with 

QE gains) more effective area. 
Sub-arcsec imaging over 

15×15′ field.

X-ray Surveyor strawman mission concept
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X-ray Surveyor strawman mission concept
Mission concept for X-ray surveyor developed by 
the MSFC Advanced Concepts Office & informal 
mission concept team: M. Weisskopf, J. Gaskin, 
B. Ramsey, Steve O’Dell (MSFC), A. Vikhlinin, 
H. Tananbaum,  P. Reid, D. Schwartz, R. Kraft 
(SAO), D. Burrows, A. Falcone, L. Townsley (PSU), 
M. Bautz, R. Heilmann (MIT), S. Bandler, A. Ptak, 
R. Petre, C. Kilbourne (GSFC), R. McEntaffer 
(Iowa), F. Harrison (Caltech), A. Kravtsov (Chicago),  
P. Natarajan (Yale), S. Heinz (Wisconsin), 
C. Kouveliotou (GWU) 

Looked at Structures, Thermal control, 
Mechanisms, Propulsion, Guidance, navigation & 
control, Avionics, Power, Orbit trade & launch 
vehicle, Radiation environments, Initial cost 
estimates.

Detailed report at the June 2015 HEAD meeting in Chicago. Preliminary highlights: 

• Indeed, a Chandra-like mission 

• No system-level show stoppers 

• Can be launched to L2 with Atlas V-551 

• Cost roughly $2.5B–$3B with lots of refinements still in progress
16



Chandra mirror shells are 2.5cm thick.
1,500 kg for 0.08m2 of collecting area

Technologies for next-generation X-ray mirror

New mirror can be built from densely packed thin 
segments, mounted into modules.
~1200 kg for 2.3m2 of collecting area

Make optics adjustable: piezo cells + integrated electronics 
+ strain gauges for in-flight feedback and control

Differential*Deposition*Figure*Correction*

!

Preamble!

Differential!deposition!is!a!technique!for!correcting!figure!errors,!imparted!during!the!fabrication!process!
of!grazing9incidence!x9ray!optics,!by!selectively!depositing!a!filler!material!on!the!mirror’s!reflecting!surface.!
The!technique!is!implemented!by!measuring!a!mirror’s!axial!figure!profile,!comparing!it!to!the!desired!profile,!
and! generating! a! correction! or! ‘hit’! map! that! describes! the! amount! and! location! of! the! material! to! be!
deposited.!!The!filler!is!applied!via!vacuum!deposition!and!a!mask!is!used!to!limit!and!define!the!extent!of!the!
deposition!to!correct!the!figure!on!appropriate!spatial!scales.!A!computer!controls!the!translation!speed!of!the!
optic!over!the!mask!to!apply!the!desired!correction!profile!(see!Figure!1).!

The!attraction!of!the!differential9deposition!technique!is!that!it!can!correct!a!wide!range!of!spatial!scales,!
and!can!be!utilized!on!full9shell!or!segmented!optics.! In!addition,! it!offers!the!possibility!of!correcting!optics!
after!they!are!mounted,! thereby!addressing!another!source!of! figure!error.!The!technique!has!already!been!
used!for!synchrotron!optics!to!achieve!0.1!arcsec!slope!errors.!Simulations!at!MSFC!using!shell!metrology!and!
measured!coating9beam!profiles!show!that!5910!arcsec!HEW!optics!can!be!corrected!to!sub9arcsecond! level!
performance.!!

In!practice,!multiple!factors!affect!the!ultimate!resolution!that!can!be!achieved!via!differential!deposition.!
These! include!metrology!accuracy,! incorrect!alignment!during!metrology!or! coating,! stress! in! the!deposited!
material!and!heat!input!during!coating.!The!program!underway!at!MSFC!is!addressing!these!and!other!issues!
to!investigate!the!full!potential!of!the!differential!deposition!figure!correction!process!for!typical!astronomical!
x9ray!optics.!!

!

!

!

Figure'1:!Differential9deposition!correction!process.!Mask!slit!defines!beam!profile.!Mirror!is!
translated!over!slit!at!varying!velocity!to!coat!the!desired!figure9correcting!profile.!

or / and
correction via differential 
deposition

several other techniques under study
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Technologies for notional instruments

200 nm

Microcalorimeter: High spectral resolution for small pixels 
has been demonstrated in the lab. Challenge: Develop 
multiplexing approaches for building 105 pixel arrays.


Much of future development is similar to ATHENA needs.

Active pixel Si detectors: Many required components (small 
pixels, high QE, low noise & dark current, radiation hardness, 
fast readout) have been demonstrated individually. 
Challenges: Develop sensor package meeting all 
requirements, extend to a large-format camera, possibly 
approximate optimal focal surface for the mirrors.

Gratings: Basic technology for both critical-angle 
transmission gratings and off-plane reflecting gratings is lab-
proven. Challenges: continue improving production yield, 
develop techniques for robotic assembly.
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X-ray Surveyor

• Capable— 1–2 orders of magnitude gains in capabilities across the board.


• Scientifically compelling—  Frontier science in objects from Solar system to stars to 
first accretion light in the Universe, revolution in high-resolution spectroscopy, and in 
understanding of plasma physics in astronomical objects.


• Feasible—  Chandra-like mission, promising pace of technology development.
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